The modified Bessel equation With the exception of Friedlander's results [2] little information is available about the behavior of K iv {z) when both v and z are large which case is of great importance in the applications. In [2] Langer's differential equation method is applied and an asymptotic formula is given for the function and for the zeros of its derivative.
z dz \ z 2 ) with its particular solution w**Ki»(z)t the modified Bessel function of the third kind with pure imaginary order is of fundamental significance in the diffraction theory of pulses. Moreover this function is the kernel of the Lebedev transform [3] .
With the exception of Friedlander's results [2] little information is available about the behavior of K iv {z) when both v and z are large which case is of great importance in the applications. In [2] Langer's differential equation method is applied and an asymptotic formula is given for the function and for the zeros of its derivative.
The aim of this paper is to give a fairly complete description of K iv {z) for v-» 00 ; the proofs will be given elsewhere.
Based on (1) and on Olver's Theorem B [4] , [6] a uniform asymptotic series is constructed in terms of the Airy function Ai(%) and of its derivative Ai'ig) for p-*oo in a region R which contains the sector 
As a consequence of the uniformity of (2) we obtain the Hankel [l, p. 23] and the Debye-type series for z = v/p with p>l and p<l, respectively (which can be derived by the method of steepest descent) by substituting the appropriate asymptotic expansions of the Airy function [5, (A6) and (A7)] in (2) . If p~l, the Debye-type series fail to give satisfactory approximation; for \z -v\ =0(3 1/3 ), Re z>0 an asymptotic expansion can be given in terms of the Airy function using Schoebe's method [7] , this series also can be deduced from (2) as a special case.
The uniform asymptotic expansion of
is derived using Olver's Theorem B. We have, for s£i? and v->oo,
. We note that the first terms in (2) and in (3) for real values of z give the corresponding asymptotic formulae derived in [2] , Since Ai{z) and Ai f (z) have only real negative zeros it can be deduced from (2) and (3) that all zeros of K{ V (vz) and of K' iv (vz) lie asymptotically on the segment -Kz<l of the real axis.
By inverting (2) and (3) ), respectively. For numerical calculations the coefficients p r (£) and g r (f) may be pretabulated.
